Review Website: Trumpetpedagogyproject.com

This website created by Brittany Hendricks in November 2011. The Trumpet
Pedagogy project outlines the fundamental components of a mainstream (“classical”)
approach to trumpet performance. Its goal is twofold: first, to provide any instructor or precollege student with enough information to build a healthy foundation and to make informed
decisions about equipment and methodology; and, second, to provide my own trumpet
students with a set of resources that will supplement their private lessons. The principles set
forth on this site will work only in conjunction with consistent practice and application there
are no “shortcuts.” Though the approach set forth here is essentially “classical” in nature, it
will work equally well for pre-college players whose interests lie outside the realm of
classical performance.

Brittany Hendricks
Brittany Hendricks is a doctoral candidate at The University of Alabama, where she is
pursuing her third degree in trumpet performance. She currently holds Bachelor of Music and
Master of Music degrees from North-western University and Arizona State University,
respectively.

This website has more knowledge about trumpet teaching. You can learn about
trumpet teaching or you can learn about trumpet playing. In the right of the website, you can
select the topic you want to know. Now this website has four big topics including equipment,
physical posture and health, sound, suggested exercise.

Equipment
- Choosing a trumpet
She talk about “should we rent or buy an instrument” there are three levels of trumpet:
student, intermediate, and professional.
- Choosing a mouthpiece
She said “Bach mouthpiece is “standard” in the trumpet world and is the sound that
many professionals will think of when envisioning quality trumpet tone”.

Physical posture and health
- Posture
She talks about “Good posture while seated and Good posture while standing”.
- Embouchure
She talks about “Standard trumpet embouchure and Standard embouchure, high
register”.
- Hand position
She has a good 3 positions and a common problem.
Sound
- Developing a Sound Concept
In general, a player with a great sound has probably been at pains to develop it. Most
great players have taken the following steps:
- They have learned to identify a great trumpet sound, and they have memorized what
it sounds like.
- They have made specific choices about their personal sound.
- They have spent countless hours during practice sessions focusing primarily on
sound quality.
- Airstream and Control
She has 3 airs - Air speed (“Use faster air!”), Air support (“Support your air!”)- Air
volume (“Use more air!”)
- Intonation
Intonation on the trumpet depends on two primary factors:
- The harmonic (overtone) series.
- The compensations made by manufacturers (and trumpet players) that allow the
trumpet to function with only three valves.

Suggested exercise
She has many exercise trumpets. You can download from this side, and try to practice.

From me
I think this is a good website, have many knowledge in this site, you can search about
how to play trumpet, you can searching about how to teach the trumpet. This website is a
good for many people whose play trumpet, because this site has to talk about how to play
trumpet from the basic to graduate level. This website has a good exercise sheet music for
everyone download. And the important thing is the face of the website, is a look good, easy to
read and make me feel need to read.

Thank you for this website
Arnon Hosakulsuwan

